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—“that thy way may be knownupon earth,

VOB.

sv.

(UMBIER, OHIO.

REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.

A CHRISTIAN’S DEVOTEljNESS.
BY BERNARD BARTON.

No man that warreth, entanyleth himself with the affairs of this
life, that he may please him who hath chosen him to be. a soldier.—
2 Timothy, ii. 4.
He who would win a warrior’s fame,
Must shun, with ever watchful afhi,
Entangling things of life;
Ilis couch the earth, heaven’s arching
His airy tent,—his only home
The field of martial strife.

dome

Unwearied by the battle’s toil,
Uncumbered by the battle’s spoil,
No dangers must affright;
Nor rest seduce to slothful ease;
Intent alone his Chief to please,
Who called him forth to fight.
Soldier of Christ, if thou wouldst be
Worthy that epithet, stand free
From time’s encumbering things;
lie earth’s enthralments feared, abhorred ;
Knowing thy leader is the Lord,
Thy Chief the King of kings.

Still use, as not abusing, all
Which fetters worldlings by its thrall;
With fame, with power, with pelf,
With joy or grief, with hope or fear,
Whose origin and end are here,
Entangle not tnjseir.
-I/wK

”

These close enough will round thee cling.
Without thy tightening every string
Which binds them to the heart:
Despise them not! this thankless were,
But, while partaking them, prepare
From each and all to part.
[Episcopal Rec.

RELIGIOUS.
The following is the first part of tte tenth lecture of the
Rev. Dr. Tyng, in th< Christian lab-ary, from Luke xix. 10.
The Son of man came o seek and to sa^that which was lost. I he
second part treats o' the means ,/pumted for our deliverance
from the condition here describe’—^Pls-

The cond'tion in
tIlc Gospel finds the
whole race jf men « exhibited in the text by a
single worm The/ arc “ lost.’ And in reference
to them i't has >ut a smgle object, which is, “to
seek and to s^e them.
It ntfeds rO argument here io prove that you are
not now V nature, what God designed you to be.
He forced maa upright; and now that man has
fallen 4p would restore you to a more permanent
unri(rh‘iess than that in which he was fotmed at
firstr It is however absolutely indispensable that
should understand the state to which transcession has reduced you. You must see yourelves as you are in fact; for a conviction of your
wants mil dangers, and an humble sense of your
great dienation from God, lies at the root of all
true -eligion; is indispensable to your acceptance
of fie Gospel.
7 The Gospel finds you lost under a burden of
jpOnceivable guilt. Every precept of the divine
nv testifies against you. There is not a duty re
quired of you which has not been left undone.—
There is not a transgression prohibited, in which,
by thought and purpose, if not in word and act,
you have not engaged. You are born in sin; and
from the birth you have gone astray. One trans
gression would have exposed you to eternal ruin;
and you have multiplied your transgressions as the
sand of the sea. Every hour of your life, because

thy

saving health among all nations.”
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spent in rebellion against God, is a record of con who is not an enemy. Your whole course of char
demnation; and there is not a single hour, which acter and conduct, in an unconverted state, is op
if you were tried by it, would not sink you into erating to thwart the divine purposes in the re
unutterable despair. Your guilt is, therefore, in demption of the world, to make iniquity abound,
conceivable: for until you have written down eve when he would make an end of sin, and to divert
ry sinful purpose and feeling of your lives, and from Jesus the heart which he would bring home
marked the recompense of everlasting condemna to itis dominion. And thus, by these wicked works,
tion as its proper desert, and then have added up you prove yourselves tlie enemies of God.
4. The gospel finds you lost in a state of utter
the sum of all these innumerable purposes, and ta
ken the amount of condemnation which will result inability to return to God, or to restore to your
from your estimate, you have attained no just mea selves the divine image and favor. So far are you
sure of yourguilt. It is high as heaven; what can from being able to recommend yourselves to God,
you know? It is deep as hell; what can you do? that every imagination of the thoughts of your
It is utterly beyond the power of your minds to heart is only evil continually. God alone can en
comprehend the extent of actual guilt which lies able you to will or to do any thing that is good.—
upon every one of your souls. You are lost be You have not a wish of your own to he reconcil
neath a load which the arm of omnipotence alone ed to God. Your dispositions and affections are
can heave off from you; and in this condition the so entirely averted from him, and you love dark
ness and sin so much better than you love light
gospel comes to seek and to save you.
2. The gospel finds you lost in the extremity of and holiness, that you have no natural desire to be
personal corruption and sinfulness. The depravi brought to a knowledge of yourselves or to a
ty of your fallen nature is exceeding great, and it knowledge of God. This aversion of your minds
extends to every power of your mind, and to eve forms an utter incapacity of yourselves to return
ry affection of your heart. It is vain to dispute to God; and were there no other power to ope
about the words total depravity, which arc often rate in the conversion of your souls but the de
used to express the state of man by nature. I termining power of your own wills, Ezekiel might
mean, by my assertion, that there is nothing in you as well preach to these dry bones as we preach the
by nature which is not sinful, that your hearts are gospel unto you. Still more beyond your power
full of evil. Your understandings are dark; your is it to restore to yourselves the divine favor and
wills are perverse; yoyr affecti''11 arc sensual; image which have been lost by sin. Tin's is a patli
your conscience is partial; your memory will not which nu human wisdom hath ever trodden, and
retain heavenly truths; your bodies are under the no mortal eye could ever discern. And except
influence of a depraved mind; and every member, as the result of God’s unsearchable riches of grace,
instead of being an instrument of holiness is a will all possibility of reconciliation to him would eease
ing servant to sin. And from the head to the for ever. So far as it regards a way to render God
foot, you are destitute of soundness or spiritual merciful to tire sinner’s soul, or to bring this soul
health, and filled with unholiness and pollution.— back to God, though the united wisdom of ail
Through your whole lives, and in your whole char creatures should be collected to decide upon the
acter tliere is not one good thing. And if your method, the gospel finds you utterly lost, and must
everlasting salvation were offered you upon the seek and save you as you are.
single condition of finding a thought or desire
This is the condition in which the gospel finds
which was not sinful, in the whole compass of your you by nature. You are lost under a load of in
past existence, the requisition would defy your tolerable guilt in the extremity of sinfulness and
power in compliance. There is none of you who corruption, in the enmity of your herats to God,
hath done good, no, not one. That there may be and in an utter inability to restore yourselves to his
depravity beyond yours, none will doubt; but that favor.
there is any thing but depravity in you by nature
I have no disposition to overstate this matter.
the word of God denies. Lost in the extreme of But unless you do discern your actual state by
sinfulness, the object of the gospel is to seek and nature, and become acquainted with your necessi
ties, it is in vain to point your notice to the pro
to save you.
3. The Gospel finds you lost in a state of enmi-J visions which the gospel lias made for your rescue
ty to God. The natural mind of every man is en and relief.
mity against God. In some it may break forth in
We cannot better illustrate the natural condition
to more open acts of hostility than in others. But of fallen man than by comparing it with the actu
it is not less really enmity to God, where it is J al condition of fallen angels. They contracted
cloaked with a fair exterior, and shut up under I guilt and were unable to remove it. They lost
false professions of indifference or friendship. I the divine image in which they were created, and
mean to say that there is a direct hostility between 1 were unable to restore it; and having no provision
the mind of God and the mind of every uncon made for them by God himself, they are left to
verted sinner. They pursue opposite and entire endure the penalty of their transgression in end
ly inconsistent ends; while one is gathering, the less, irremediable misery. I know not that there
other is laboring to scatter abroad. Many may is a shadow of difference between us and them in
not be conscious of distinct purposes of opposition this respect, except so far as the sovereign grace
to the will of God; many may deny that they have > of God in which they found no interest, has inter
such. The reason is, simply, either that they do posed for us. This, I believe to be the very truth
not stop to consider what the will of God is, or before God: and ail the difference between us
that they have formed such erroneous views of and them, is the difference which grace has made.
But if this truth were really felt among you,
his character that they have made him altogether
such an one as themselves. To a God of per our work in establishing the truth of the gospel
fect holiness, a God who cannot abide transgres would have no difficulties to encounter. It is the
sion, a God who will by no means clear the guilty, pride of your hearts which interposes the great ob
there is not an unrenewed sitnner upon the earth stacle to your acceptance of the gospel. You are
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so averse to see your necessities, so disposed to
contend for some remnant of goodness or power
in yourselves, which shall lessen your obligations
to God that the provision of the Son of man are
shut out from you and despised.— But could you
feel and acknowledge yourselves to he wholly lost,
and/or ever lost, you would be ready to hear of a
Saviour with thankfulness, and to embrace with
anxious desire the salvation which has been provi
ded for you in the gospel. You would rejoice that
“the son of man had come to seek and to save
that which was lost.”
A LETTER.
From the German.

You long to know of our Lord Jesus Christ—
Andrew! who does not?
But you should not come to me. I am no friend
of the new notions. I keep close to the word. I
hate too, this cracking one’s brains about the mys
teries of religion. 1 believe they are mysteries to
the very intent that we should not understand them
till the proper time.
As we cannot see Christ himself, Andrew, we
must believe those who have seen him. There is
no other way for me.
In what the Bible contains of him—in all the
glorious history and heavenly teachings, we have
not himself, but evidences merely of him—only
the little bells upon theephod; and yet how much
more precious are they than any thing else in the
world,—it so comforts and rejoices one to be as
sured from them, that man may become something
other and better than he makes himself.
What of him there is in the Bible I have read
more than once. I receive it just as it stands, with
out adding or taking away. If you wish to write
and talk to me about it, with my whole heart I
will do the best I can. There is no thought dear
er to me, or that delights me more, than those ot
succor and deliverance, lie with whom it is other
wise can never have felt the pressure of need, nor
have seen others under it. The woman who has
found again her lu.-t piece of silver, calls her friends
and neighbors together saying, Rejoice with me
for I have found the piece which I had lost. And
yet what exigency is that, from which money can
deliver one!
Do you recollect our first voyage, when we tried
the new boat, and I fell overboard? I had given
all over—I was thinking only of what would be
my sensations in death, and whatiny poor mother
would say,—when 1 saw your hand extended to
ward me, and grasped it! I see that hand to this
day, Andrew, when "ver I happen toread yourname
and often if 1 only light upon a great A. And yet,
if we look to the bottom of the matter, your help
at that time was only a palliation. What, but for
you. the wares would have done, other causes are
now accomplishing, and you have no power to pre
vent it. But, notwithstanding, I can never forget
that hand. I believe it has had much to do toward
the intimacy of our friendship. Since then I have
knoivn how need teaches prayer, and succor and
deliverance gives one joy!
But one to deliver out of all straits, from all evil!
A redeemer from sin! A helper, such as the Bi
ble exhibits to us the Lord Jesus Christ; who went
about doing good, and had not himself where to
lay his head; at whose coming, the lame walked,
the lepers were cleansed, the deaf heard, the dead
were raised, and to the poor the Gospel was preach
ed; whom the winds and the sea obeyed, and who
suffered little children to come to him, and took
them in his arms and blessed them ; who was with
God and was God, and might have continued in
that blessedness, but who thought of the wretched
in prison, and came to them like one of themselves,
that he might set them free by shedding his own
blood; who took no account of suffering or igno
miny, and was obedient even unto death upon the
cross, that he might accomplish bis work; who
came to the world to bless it, and yet received from
it stripes and torture, and left it with a crown of
thorns planted upon his brow!
And ew, did you ever hear any thing like it?
It is indeed a mystery. We do not comprehend
it. But it certainly comes out of heaven from God;
for it bears the impress of heaven’s seal, and is
warm with the tenderness of God’s mercy.

One could brave the branding iron and the rack
for the bare idea. He must be mad that can think
of treating it with ridicule and scorn. The man
whose heart is in the right place will fall down in the
dust to praise and pray.
Talk and write with me about it, then, Andrew,
friend of my heart, how and what you please, I
will never be in debt to you for an answer.
Yours, &c.
From the New-York Observer.
A STRANGE THING!

I read the other day in a Baltimore newspaper
the following article:
Obsequies.—.This day the Prelates and Tbeologicians of the
Catholic Provincial Council, now in session in this city, togeth
er with several other priests, celebrated the solemn office for the
repose of the souls of the right Rev. Doctor Fenwick, of Cin
cinnati, and De Neker, of New Orleans. The Right Rev.
Doctor Rosati celebrated the High Mass, attended by the pro
per officers. After the Gospel, the Right Rev. Doctor Pur
cell, Bishop of Cincinnati, ascended the pulpit and preached
a funeral Oration; in which he ably portrayed, in accurate
and pathetic language, the virtues and services of the deceased
prelate, the former of whom fell a victim to the cholera, after
years of laborious and successful exertions—the latter was ta
ken away in the bloom of youth and in the midst of his labors
by the yellow fever. After the Mass, Doctor Rosati perform
ed the usual obsequies__ Salt. Gar.

so long, to tell the world they are not at rest, and
that their repose must be prayed for! If Protes
tants had dared to suggest such a thing about them
we should never have heard the last of it.But it seems not only a slander on those men
but also a refection on Christ, How imperfectly,
according to the Catholics, he must have done his
work! That even those esteemed his most devot
ed servants must lie and toss and burn, nobody
knows how long after death, before the efficacy of
his atonement will allow of their being taken to
heaven! And where is the fulfilment of his pro
mise “ Come unto me and I will give you rest. Ye
shall find rest to your souls.” According to the
Prelates, &c. those bishops have not found it yet!
I would dare ask “another question. How is it
that the priests and prelates can tell with so much
accuracy how long a soul remains in Purgatory,
before it is released? IIow do they know just
when to stop praying? I will not insinuate that
they pray as long as the money holds out and
no longer, for in the case of the bishops, I sup
pose they freely give their prayers. I couldnot
help thinking if they did go first to purgatory,
yet they may not be there so long as this. A year
is a long time to be in purgatory. Hours passslowly away while one is burning.” Oh, is this a
part of Christianity Can it be? What an.unsat
isfactory religion, which will not allow its most emiaent examples, its most virtuous votaries, to have
repose even in the grave! Credat qui vult, non
ego.
One other question it occurs to me to ask. Why
wasnot thesolemnoffice celebrated sooner? Why
wait a year. If prayers and masses are to get
souls out of purgatory, they should have been said
for these bishops long before. It was cruel in their
brethren to let them lie and suffer there, without
affording them such relief as was in their power.
I would very respectfully ask the editors of re
ligious papers if they had not better insert the ar
ticle which suggested this piece, with such com
ments as it seems to call for; for I reallv think it
deserves notice. And I conjure all Christians to
unite in fervent prayer for the illumination and
emancipation of the many immortal minds that are
in the Harkness and bondage of such error as this,
M. S.

Having finished reading the article, I withdrew
the paper from my eyes and I said to myself-Where
am I? I thought I was in the United States of
America. But that cannot be. This can be no
other than Spain, Portugal or Italy. And what
century is this? I always thought that I lived in
the glorious nineteenth. But I must have made a
mistake of nine at the very least. This surely
must be the tenth century; the darkest of the dark
ages—seculum tcncbricosum, as the church histo
rians call it—the midnight of time! this day the
Prelates.......... in this city............ celebrated the
repose, fyc.
Just then it occured to me that I might have
read the paragraph incorrectly, So I resumed the
paper, but still it read the same. Then I threw it
down, and I sat and thought, well now, this is a
strange thing—an extraordinary piece of business
praying for the repose of deceased saints!—and
those too, prelates of the only true church—and
prelates eminent for their “virtues and services”—
dead a your, or the.aQbo'Oo <x«-»A
-.ot
-and this by confesssion of their own church. What
ON THE DEATH OF AN ONLY CHILD.
must become of the less renowned Catholics, if the
The following letter written by a bereaved parent upon the
very best of their bishops are tossing and burning death of an only child, is so pathetic, so exquisite, and so full
in Purgatory a year after having sacrificed their of consolatory reflections, that we have thought that by trans
lives in the service of God and their fellow crea ferring it to our columns, we shall gratify our readers.— Chrittures; and need solemn offices said for the repose tian Index.
of their souls! I always thought that rest to the
There is a nestling worm in every flower along
soul ensued immediately on tire exercise of faith, j the path of life; and while we admire the spreading
Paul says “we which have believed, do enter in-1 leaves and unfolding blossom, t\e traitor often con
to rest,”—and Christ says, “come unto me, and 11 sumes the root and aril the beauty falls. You are
will giveyou rest—takemy yokeuponyouand learn not surprised that my letter openy with a serious
of me. . . . And ye shall find rest unto your souls.” reflection on the fleeting state of earthly pleasures.
I always supposed that they should find the rest as This my frequent theme VriJJ continue, I believe
soon as they came to him; and not after a long life, till my eyes are shut upon ti.is world, md I repose
and a long purgatorial period subsequent to that. upon a bed of dust. The son of sorro\ can t£ach
But above ail, 1 had got the impression that, if never ' you to tremble over every bless:.rjg yon enjoy.—
before, yet in the grave, good' men find rest. I 1 Pay now, to thy living friend, thenar wlich was
must, have contracted that belief, I suppose, by ) reserved for his grave. I have uridergonXne „f
reading what St. John says, “ Blessed arc the dead j the severest trials human nature can experience.
which die in the Lord from henceforth'. Yea, saith I have seen a dear and only child the little com
the Spirit, that they may rest &c.—or possibly I panion of all my hours of leisure, the delight of
got it from that other passage, “there the wicked my eyes, the pride of my heart, strugglin^5a,ro.
cease from troubling, and the weary are at rest." nies of pain, while I poured over him my te^an(|
But it seems I am wrong. Here are two bishops prayers to heaven inQvain. I have seen him uy1RR
dead, yet not at rest! If what St. John says is —dead—coffined. I have kissed him in his shro^
true, here is a dilemma. Either those bishops did ; —I have taken the last farewell—I have heard tin
not die in the Lord, or they are at rest. Will the ! bell call him to the silent vault, and am ijow no
prelates sav that they did not die in the Lord? I j more a father!—I am stabbed to the heart,cut to
suspect, not. Then they must believe that they brain.
------ Ilrsret latcri lethalis arntido__ Virg.
\
are at rest. And if so, why celebrate the solemn
office for their repose?
With what tender care was the boy nurseckHoping it may not be a mortal sin (if it be on How often has he been the pleasing burden of i\
ly venial, 1 will risk it) I would ask how the Catho arms!—What hours of anxiety for his welfareha\
lics know that these bishops of theirs are not at I felt!—What endearing amusements for him in\
rest? Who told them so? Where did they learn vented! Amiable was his person, sensible his
it ?—It seems to me a slander on those men. Bish- mind. All who saw, loved him—all who knew him
opFen wick enjoyed an enviable reputation for good admired a genius which outran his years. The sun
ness. I have often heard him spoken of by Pro no sooner rose than it was eclipsed. No sooner
testants in terms of high commendation; and the er was the flower opened, than it was cut down__
article quoted speaks of’ “the virtues and services” My mind eagerly revolves every moment of past
of both. And now, flf.er they have been dead joy. AU the parental affections rushed like a tor
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rent and overwhelmed me. Wherever I go I seem
to see and hear him, turn around—and lose him.
What does this world present, but a long walk
of misery and desolation?—In tears man is born
—in agonies he dies. What fills up the interval?
Momentary joys and lasting pains. Within, a war
of passions, without, tumult and disorder reign.—
Fraud, oppression, riot, rapine, bloodshed, murder,
fill up the tragic tale of every day; so that a wise
man must often wish to have his curtain dropt, and
the scene of vanity and vexation closed.—To me,
a churchyard is a pleasing walk. My feet often
draw towards the graves, and my eyes turn towards
the vault, where all the contentions of this world
cease, and where the weary are at rest. “ I praise,”
with Solomon, “the dead which arc already dead,
more than the living who are yet alive,”
I will call reason and religion to my aid.—
Prayers and tears cannot restore iny child—and to
God who made us, we must submit. Perhaps he
was snatched in mercy from some impending woe.
In life he might have been miserable, in death he
must be happy. I will not think him dead—I will
not consider him confined in the vault, or moulder
ing in the dust—but risen—clad with true glory
and immortality; gone to the regions of eternal
day, where he will never know the loss of parents
or of a child;—gone above the reach of sorrow,
vice, or pain. That little hand, which was so bu
sy to please here, now holds a cherub’s harp. That
little voice, which was music to my ears, warbles
sweet symphonies to our Universal Father, Lord,
and King. Those feet, which ran to welcome me
from toil, and my arms received, while I held him
up, and for the blessing used to thank my God,
now traverse the starry pavement of the heavens.
The society of weak, impure, unhappy mortals is
exchanged for that of powerful, pure, blessed spi
rits;—and his fair brow is encircled with a neverfading crown.
Shall 1 then grieve, that he, who is become an
angel, grew not to be a man? Shall I drag him
from the skies? Wish him in the vale of sorrow?
I would not, my dear boy, interrupt thy bliss. It
is not for thee, but for myself I weep. 1 speak as
if he .was present. And who can tell, but that he
sees and hears me?—“ /\re there not ministering
spirits?”—And our great Milton says,—
“Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth,
Unseen, both when we sleep and when we wake.”

Perhaps, even now, he hovers over me with
rosy wings—dictates to my heart, and guides the
hand that writes.
The consideration of De sorrows of this life, and
the glories of the next is our best support. Dark
are the ways of province while we are wrapped
up in mortality;—br> convinced there is a God, we
must hope and bel^ve> that all is right.
May the reminder of my days be spent in a
faithful discliarsr- of the duty I owe to the Supreme
Disposer of all^vents • I am hut as a pilgrim here,
have trod ma»y rough paths, and drunk many bit
ter cups. ‘S my days shorten, may the Son of
Righteousress brighten over me, til! I arrive at
the new Jerusalem, where tears are wiped away
from ev^ry eye, and sorrow is no more! May I
descent intothe grave, from which I have lately
had se many “hair-breadth ’scapes,” in peace! May
I meet m/ angel boy at the gate of death; and
may hishand conduct me to the palace of eter
nity! Phese ate the fervent prayers of
Your afflicted friend,
T. J.
TRIUMPH OF TRUTH.
Ex'-^act of a Letter from a Lady in Massachusetts.

I attended a Temperance meeting a short time
ghee, »nd heard from Dr. Edwards a cheering ac<oun’of a case of reform, through the influence
of i Dickinsons Appeal to American Youth." The
cas-' was that of a young man of piety and worth
ip jpper Canada, who has been extensively engag4 in the traffic of ardent spirits. He was com
paratively unenlightened in regard to the recent ef
forts in the noble cause, as well as his own individ
ual duty. As they travelled together up the North
river, Dr. E., after conversing freely and pointedly
with the young merchant, handed him the tract,
with a request that he would read it. He did so,
and as he read each successive page, his feelings
became deeply interested. As the dawning light

increased, his generous soul revolted at the idea
ot being engaged in so mean and inhuman a traffic.
In all the ardor of youthful and Christian feeling,
he exclaimed, through his falling tears, ‘ Oh! J did
not know that I had been all this time ruining souls ;
or that thefond and sanguine hopes of so many hod
been blasted to increase my treasures!’ No sooner
did lie know his duty, than he announced his de
termination to change at once and forever his whole
course of conduct in this respect. To iiis resolu
tion he has hitherto firmly adhered; and even the
the remainder of his journey, like that of the an
cient persecutors, was converted into a mission of
mercy. lie was acquainted with many of the mer
chants on that route, and labored with all his elo
quence to send conviction to their consciences
and hearts. On his return to his place of residence
he formed a flourishing Temperance society, dis
tributed tracts, and has since been diffusing far
and wide a healing and controlling influence.

83

was no longer any continuous flow of wisdom and
piety from her lips, yet the devotional habits of
her days of health gave even to the weakness of
decay a sacred character, and her affections re
mained strong to the last. On Thursday last, as
she became more evidently dying, her eyes closed,
she made an effort to stretch forth her hands, and exlaimed, calling on her favorite sister, now f or many
years departed, “ Party!—JoyI”—and when she was
no longer able to articulate her bands were clasp
ed as in prayer. Her very intimate ami attached,
friend, Mr. Harford and 1 sat by her bed side; we
bent, and in succession kissed her hand; and she,
in turn, raised our hands to her lips. To myself it
i a somewhat singular coincidence, that having
seen, shortly before his death m London, our ad 
mired friend, Mr. Wilberforce, and having attend
ed his funeral, I should at so short an interval of
time, hut at a distance in point of place, have been
permitted to see almost the last of one of h.'s
most intimate friends, herself eminent in Christian
Of the above named tract (No 233 Am. Tract. Character, and with whom he had taken counsel
Soc.) 344,000 have already been printed. If one for nearly half a century. Knowing the value
copy in every thousand has done an equal amount which you attach to both, I have no scruple either
of good, who can calculate the influence exerted by in giving you these details, or in enclosing to you
this tract? What able Christian writer, who lives I' for your information the resolutions which we adopt
to be useful, will not put forth his noblest efforts ed in London in reference to Mr. Wilberforce. The
to prepare at least one tract, which may thus speak mode in which his funeral was attended, is a bright
to hundreds of thousands?
spot in the national character in the midst of ma
ny unfavorable symptoms; men of all ranks, par
ties and creeds concurred in doing honor to him;
ANECDOTE OF REV. J. HALLOCK.
Far as Mr. Hallock was from superstition, he some from gratitude for his inestimable hook, or
could yet receive valuable hints of duty from the from admiration and respect for his Christian char
more striking events of providence. One day he acter, others (perhaps the much larger number!
took a walk into his field to see his sheep. On ; from sympathy with his views in the abolition cf
calling them around him, one was missing. After 1 the slave trade; but still, round his grave, there
a general survey of the pasture without success,! they stood, united for once in one common ob
he returned to his house. The thought of the ject.—two of our royal dukes, who differ alto
lost sheep still gave him inquietude. At length gether in politics; the Duke of Wellington and
he concluded to go artd make a more thorough j Lord Brougham: Sir Robert Peel and Lord Alsearch. To his equal surprise and joy, he found thorp; a high Churchman and a Socinian; a Me
the stray sheep in a remotecornerof the field, alive, thodist and a Roman Catholic.—We hope to have
yet in need of immediate help. The poor animal a Wilberforce M asionary in Western Africa or in
had passed its head between two rails of the fence, Jamaica.
and unable to extricate itself, had eaten into the
From the Sunday-School Journal.
earth every green thing withinits reach. Having reMr. Editor,—I am sorry I have neglected until
liovod tho objoot r>f fli«tppss, hr- hpgsm to inquire w ith
himself—“What use can I now make of this sin this late period to give you an account of an inr
gular occurrence? Is it not possible that some teresting meeting I had the pleasure of attending
one of my spiritual flock is at this moment in deep in Warren, Rhode Island a few’ weeks ago. At a
distress of soul? I will go through the parish convocation of the Episcopal clergy of this State,
without delay, and ascertain the fact. He went, which was in session, the Rev. James E. Welch,
and actually found a member of his church almost a Baptist minister, and agent of the American Sun
day-school Union, being invited by several of the
in despair.
ministers in attendance, addressed the meeting in
the Episcopal church, upon the subject of his agen
From the Churchman.
cy,
with particular reference to the resolution of
Mr.Editor,—Thenoticeof Mrs. Hannah More
in your last leads me to trouble you with an extract, the Society to establish Sunday-schools through
correcting her age as there given, from a private out the southern States. I have no doubt, Mr.
letter recently received from an esteemed friend in ! Editor you would have enjoyed the meeting, had
England. I enclose also, as interesting at the pre you been present, for the speaker and the audience
sent moment, the proceedings to which it alludes, seemed to forget ail other distinctions but that of
of a Wilberforce Meeting* in London. The name Christians, and to be interested in this truly be
of the writer I know not why I should conceal, nevolent enterprise. I bis address, in which the
though having, I acknowledge, no right to make catholic principles and plans of the Union were un
it known. It is that of Sir Robert Harry Inglis, folded, was listened to with great attention.
The Episcopal clergy of this State are gene
the friend of Heber, Wilberforce and Thornton’;
in short, I may say of all that in England has been rally rallying around these benevolent societies,
great and good during the last five and twenty j which so signally distinguish our age and country.
years. In political life he is the successor to Sir ; This is as it should be. Only let the ministers of
It. Peel, as member from the University of Oxford, i all our churches, and of all the evangelical denominations, take hold of the work, and we shall no
and as a leader of the conservative party in Church j
longer find the churches disinclined to action.
and State; one of whom it is sufficient to say, that | After the address, cards were circulated through
had that party many such, either leaders or follow- | the congregation by the minister of the church and
ers, it would engage the confidence and draw down others; during which the Rev. Mr. \Y est, of New
the prayers of all good men.
M.
port, addressed the meeting in a most feeling man
ner, declaring that it did his very soul good to hear
Clifton, near Bristol Sept. 9. ; what he had heard, and to see a subscription made
On Friday the 6th, I went to see our venerable, under such circumstances, and for such a cause.
Mrs. Hannah More, who for some years, had re- i The precise amount obtained I do not know.
tired here. I found that in the preceding night
Yours, &c.
a great change had taken place in her state, and
she was gradually sinking; she was, indeed, dying
I am aware that there arc few subjects in which
all day; and on Saturday the 7th was summoned men are more exposed to delusion, especially as
from this world. Though her mind had been some connected with the too prevalent spirit of the pre
what eclipsed by her advancing years, (for she sent times, than in the estimate of personal piety;
was in the 89th year of her life,) and though there there are so many wrong criteria abroad; so many
that stop at mere professions, and the self-inter
* This document will l;c found op ano than page of this pa
ested declarations of the parties concerned; so
per.—Ed. Odshvjkk,
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many that have mainly to do with what relates j the west. The morning was exceedingly cold and rights of individuals; and that general soundness
to mere excitement of feeling and animal sensibili- dark and cheerless, lhe trunks were lashed on, of the “body politic,” qualifying them for the
ty; so many that are exhibited in efforts to sustain Mr. B’s. bottle was again softly deposited in its rightful exercise of power; and the faithful ad
a favorable contrast with others by ungodly asper- ' place; and we were all ready to depart, when the ministration of equal and exact justice to all,—and
sions, unjust judgments, and the reverse of the arm of God was interposed. He gave his own what more is wanting, than the law of Christian
kind, long suffering, and charitable spirit of the i fearful reproof, to the unholy doctrines espoused love more deeply graven upon the hearts of all
gospel. Much have I both heard and seen of the by my wretched fellow traveller. A dying screech masters and governors, in order “to break every
piety falsely so called, which, thus imposing on assailed our ears, and the next instant poor B. fell yoke, and let the oppressed every where go free?”
Let not the worth of Christianity, then, even in
public credulity, wounds the cause of Christ even upon the floor, convulsed and speechless. To fling
this,
its indirect and subordinate influence be for
down
my
cloak
and
umbrella,
and
run
to
him,
was
in the house of his professed friends, deceives the
unwary, grieves the truly religious, disgusts the ju the work of an instant. I essayed to turn him over gotten by its friends or the friends of man. And
dicious and reflecting, and hardens the worldly as he had fallen on his face; but I could not, I let the philanthropist, sorrowing for the “wrong
called for help, another then took hold and we and outrage with which earth is filled;” remem
and the wicked—Bp. Underdone.
succeeded. But what a change! O those blood ber that Christianity is kindly sent to his aid; and
less distorted features! Water and brandy were that to extend its influence is to promote most ef
For the Gambier Observer.
applied
to his temples, his hands were rubbed, and fectually the liberty and happiness, the temporal
Mr. Editor,—A few weeks since, I entered a
stage coach for the west, at a town in the upper a broken groan told us, at least, of returning life. as well as the eternal welfare of the human race.
A*a.
part of Maryland. My fellow passengers were The blood began to resume its wonted channels,
two gentlemen; and a lady who was to be “put and as it did so, it burst profusely from his nostrils
From the Churchman.
doxvn" at the next village. We were soon rattling and by his contortion was scattered over his face
Rev. Mr. Editor,—I was employed as a Cate
over mountain and valley, under the impulse of and bosom. We lifted him up and bore him into
most desperate opposition. Unaccustomed to steep another room, and laid him upon a carpet leaning chist, tor some years, under Episcopal appointment,
declivities and rocky precipices, with furious hors his head upon the sloping back of a chair. The in the south of Ireland. The accompanying pa
es struggling and panting for the mastery; I had passengers, who were going east were compelled per is an extract of my journals, which were month
little inclination to study the scenery of the pic to leave us; the landlord went out to hasten the ly laid before a district meeting of the clergy of
turesque region through which we passed; I form arrival of a physician and strange to think we were our Diocese. If you consider that such a simple
ed however a slight acquaintance with my fellow alone, the three disputants of the previous day! detail of circumstances, connected with our Church
travellers, and as my narrative has a moral, I will Mr. B. in the condition I have described him; in that distracted, but yet interesting country,
Mr. F. holding a candle; and myself on my knees would prove satisfactory to the readers of the
give you an introduction.
One was Mr. F----- a young man from New-Eng • holding a goblet of peppermint water to the Churchman, you may insert it. My papers were
land, I think, naturally of good sense and kind dis- mouth of our miserable companion. He knew us written in haste, while the conversations recorded
positions lie had just separated from his kind not. I spoke to him, he gave me a frightful inan- were fresh in my memory, and were laid before my
red and home; to try his fortune is the far off west, j >ac look, and that was all I looked to my young clerical superintendants in the undressed shape in
The other was Mr. B
He had mingled friend, and prayed in my soul that he might never which they are now presented to you. Should
much with the world, was the father of a fami- forget the solemn lesson. Unlimited indulgence you require, I will furnish you with further extracts
ly in Philadelphia, and advocated without scruple, was the creed, and the practice, of the poor be as often as the active duties of my present em
sensuality, and indulgence in ardent spirits. We ing before us. His condition taught us the value ployment will permit.
Praying that the great Head of the Church may
reached H----- town at night; I saw no more of of his principles. A physician soon arrived, and
my companions till we entered the stage coach as B. had property and influence to secure every accompany your exertions in his cause with his
the next morning. At this place we diverged from necessary attention, Mr. F. and myself proceed blessing, and make you abundantly useful, both as
the national road, and happily encountered no more ed to take our departure. The trunk, and hat case, a minister and as an editor, in building up souls in
opposition. I had therefore more leisure to study and bottle, of our misguided companion, were re his holy faith,
I remain, Mr. Editor,
the scenery around us, and the character of my turned to the bar room. It was still dark as mid
companions. Mr. B. had deposited on the forward night when we entered the stage. Mr. F. was the
Your humble servant in the Lord.
seata bottle of brandy ! because he said the moun first to break silence. He expressed his determi
The Irish Episcopal Catechisl
New- York, October 30, 1833.
tains afford no good spirit. He professed to know nation to act differently, and to forswear every
several members of my own family, and on the thing like indulgence in ardent spirit. Indeed he
EXTRACT FROM THE JOURNAL OF AN IRISH
strength of his approaches to me, I ventured to ex- seemed resolved to commence a religious life. In
EPISCOPAL CATECHIST.
postulatewith him upon his singular and discredita which resolution I pray God to strengthen him,
Grief, more proficients in thy school are made
ble companion, the bottle. He maintained the’doc- and bring him finally to his eternal kingdom. I
Than genius or proud learning e’er could boast.
trinc of temperate indulgence, said he never injur parted with him on the Ohio. Mr. B. I have not
Young.
Yours,
ed himself. He knew when to stop. He spoke of heard of since.
October the—, 182N. Returning from K----Scioto.
hypocrites who drank in secret, whom he detested
last Wednesday, whcre I had been attending a
from his soul. Mr. F. seemed disposed to give
meeting of the Church Missionary Society, as I
For
the
Gambier
Observer.
some encouragement to his opinions; at all events
approached the town of N------, j met a person
he did not side with me. We had much con CHRISTIANITY FAVORABLE TO CIVIL LlB- whose appearance bespoke Retelledness in the ex
ERTY AND THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
versation on the subject. I spent my breath for
treme. He carried in his h»hd a pair of shoes,
nought. Upon ascending a mountain side in the
Mr. Editor,—I was struck with the force of and from his feet, which wer\bare, 1 perceived
course of the morning, the bottle was brought a remark which I lately met with in Chateaubriand’s blood flowing. It was a dreary evening, a pier
forth, where a lovely spring sent its clear and spark “ Beauties of Christianity.” It was this, that “ the cing wind blew, accompanied vrit\ hail. *1 accost
ling streams, from rock to rock. Beautiful emblem Christian religion adopts as one of its peculiar ten ed the stranger with the usual saluation of “God
of God’s immeasurable goodness! “ who watereth ets, the moral equality of men.” And though this be with you,” in his native tongue, to which he
the hills from his chambers, and sendeth the springs is a very obvious truth, it is one which the oppo- replied in the same language, “ Chris^e with you."
into the vallies.” I alighted from the carriage, and sers of Christianity rarely admit, and its friends The general reply of the peasantry' is,“God, Ma
ascended alone the winding road which led to the seldom sufficiently insist upon.—I suppose by the ry and Patrick be with you.” His departure from
summit. The scene was noble beyond description, j doctrine of moral equality is meant,* the amena the usual custom, together with the sohrnn tone
Every new turn brought into full view some moun- ■bility
bility of all men alike without distinc
distinction of rank, in which it was uttered, particularly attracted mv
tain vista glowing with a thousand autumnal hues, or external circumstances to God as the moral notice. I inquired what distance he intended to
and variegated here and there with p omontories, , Governor of the Universe. Now what is the le- travel that evening? lie answered, he di? not
and islands, ot the evergreen pine. As I stood i gititnate tendency of this truth, properly under j know, as he did not possess the means
paying
gazing at the prospect, the stillness was interrupt- j stood, and appreciated?
! for a bed in the neighboring town, andthat he
ed by the noise ot the stage winding its way up;
Does it not at once strike at the root of that should proceed to some of the farm-hou^g and
and the voices of its inmates, now and then break error from which the pretensions of tyrants and beg f>r shelter for the night; hut added he,I fear
ing on the ear in boistrous mirth; told plainly taskmasters spring? Who would dare to usurp I shall spend this night as i did the last, out. "hen,
enough, the use thy had made of the clear waters the liberties of a people, and trample on their rights, said I, like the patriarch of oid, you had “the tarth
of the spring. The truth was too apparent, as or exercise injurious control over any of his fel for your bed, a stone for your pillow, and \he can
soon as I had resumed my seat. My young friend low beings, if he fully realized this truth of Chris opy ot heaven for your curtain.”—Yes, Jfr, and
was flushed in h;s countenance, and loquacious. tianity, that he stands amenable with them at the Jehovah for my Watchman; for even undeUhew
His more veteran companion, was not to be excit- same impartial bar; and if he has not dealt with circumstances I felt assured of his presence—he
ed by ti.fles; I felt pity for both, hut my sympa- them in all things as man with man, yea, as bro never will, he never can forsake his servant.
thy fo. toe former was intense. , He was just en- j ther with brother, his usurpations will at length be
Catechist. Can you suppose that God regaF
tering upon the broad world, and his happiness for visited upon him; and those whom he has oppress- you, bereaved of every coinfort that makes life d\
time, and eternity, might be easily decided. The ed, will rise up in the judgment, and condemn him?
sirable, even destitute of the necessaries of ex
majority were against me, and for the time being, From the history of past republics it is clear that istenee ?
the field was theirs.
vice in the body of the people, and criminal ambiStranger. Not bereaved of every comfort; I
We reached the town of B
at night and re-, tion in the few, worked their overthrow. Chris- possess those that the work! cannot give or take
tired to rest, to resume our journey by three, the j tianity, operating as the only effectual restraint up- away. The deprivation of the creature comforts
next morning, At the appointed nour, we were ' on the guilty passions of men, secures what infi- to which you allude does not prove that we are
aroused.
le stages were in readiness at the door; I delity and false religion cannot, the prevalence of enemies of God. Men “ wandered about in sheep
one with ten passengers for the east and ours for i virtuous principle, aud consequent regard for the skins and goat-skins of whom the world was not
o
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worthy.” He afflicts us for our profit: « Before I That tear was not the offspring of grief—it seem content while suffering affliction. Morning and
was afflicted I went astray,” says the royal Prophet. ed to be the effusion of a soul bursting with grat evening I pray for Mr. R------. I owe him much,
C. I have heard people say that because they itude toward the Almighty disposer of the hearts although I never exchanged a word with him.—
are miserable in this life, they must be happy in of men. I led’him to the kitchen, and placing him The priest reproved me for going to church; he
by the fire procured the refreshment he much re- ' pointed out the evil of schism, and ordered me not
the world to come.
S. Miserable delusion! Heaven was purchased quired.
to go again. I promised obedience, but at the same
After dinner I took my place near by the fire time assured him that Mr. R---- -preached nought
by the Saviour’s blood; it is by faith not by pover
ty we can have an interest in the sacrifice he of side, to hear him recount what good had been but what our Church teaches, saving that he al
done for him by a poor Irish peasant. He thus lowed no merit to works, and also that hr agreed
fered.
spoke in the Irish language.
C. By faith and by works.
with Thomas of Kempis, and St. Austin, in all I
In October 182-, I went to did potatoes for a heard him preach. He was not pleased with my
S. By faith alone. We are in no wise the au
thors of our own salvation—the salvation wrought farmer in the neighborhood of T------ , in the coun remark, and threatened excommunication if I went
on Calvary was complete—Jesus is an entire Sa ty of K------. It was on the sabbath I travelled again. My friend presented me with his Bible
to it, a distance of 10 miles from my residence.— and Prayer-book, both in Irish; these with St. Au
viour.
C. Then you disregard works. This belief will I could have performed my journey the day be gustin’s Confessions, and the Dairyman’s Daugh
fore, but I then regarded little that holy day. I ter, compose my library.—The good man went to
perhaps lead to licentiousness.
S. No. We must be holy in life, holy in heart repeated the Litany of the Virgin for every mile London the following summer, where, after spend
and holy in all manner of conversation. The faith I walked, and hoped that it would atone for the ing two years as a mason’s laborer, he died in an
I speak of produces holiness: it evinces its sav sins of the past week; still my hope of its effi hospital, of a chronic disease, occasioned by a
ing nature by works, yet these works are not the cacy could not allay the fears of hell which had hurt he received in a fall from a ladder. His use
cause of our justification—“nol by works of right possessed me during several months prior to that fulness was acknowledged by the Lord in the con
eousness which wc have clone, hut accoding to his mer period. My road lay along the Bay of T------. version of a nurse belonging to the establishment,
cy he saved us.” This is a subject I find it difficult The sea roared in the most awful manner, but what and two patients who were confined there, and who
to support with men of talent opposed to me. I was that to the Euroclydon that raged within me? died of a complaint the result of the immoderate
have but little learning and cannot reason like a I saw Sinai in view; I heard the voice of an angry use of ardent spirits. Fifteen years he walked
scholar, therefore I shall not contend with you; God declare, accompanied with thunder, “Curs with God little and unknown, frequently the ob
but read the writings of St. Paul, and you will be ed is every one who continueth not in all things ject of disgust in the village church, on account
convinced that it is by faith alone we are saved. that are written in the book of the law to do them.” of his ragged garments. The fine dressed peo
For many years I went about trying to establish a The whole foundation on which my hope of salva ple did not suppose that the wretched creature
right to heaven, by performing rounds at holy tion rested, instantly crumbled into dust, and left before them was constantly reclining on the bosom
wells, by numerous prayers to certain saints, and me but an aching void which was quickly succeed of the once despised Galilean, now the King of
by wearing a hair shirt; but the performance of ed by an anguish such as the damned spirits alone Kings. lie had been converted under the minis
these things never brought peace to my troubled know. This was my state of mind when I reach try of Dr. Q------, of C----- . His last works were,
soul. I obtained the name of a saint—numerous ed the farmer’s house. I did not then imagine “Thanks be to God who giveth us the victory.”
were the devotees that sought an interest in my that Jehovah had prepared his messenger to dis After calling his attention to the doctrines of tranprayers; yet my soul loved sin—I was held firm pel my sorrows, and to say unto me, “Peace, be substantiation and purgatory, I parted from him,
by the chain of my offences. Blessed be God, still.” I retired to bed at an early hour not to and directed that he should call on the next morn
the true path has been pointed out to me. A kind sleep, but to weep. I found another person oc ing; but before he came I was called from home
friend put into my hands the charter of salvation, cupying part of the bed on which I was to repose. on business, and never heard of him since.
the blessed Bible and instructed me therein. Five I envied the tranquility of his slumber—he is like
P. S. In the month of March last, I met a per
years have now passed by since I first saw it, and one I thought who did not dread a future world. I son in Montreal, from that part of Ireland, who in
these, notwithstanding temporal troubles, have laydown without praying—-to pray I thought would formed me that the subject of the above died a
been the happiest of my life—it has been “ a light be an insult to Heaven. I spent the night in the year since with the brightest hopes of a glorious
to my path and a lantern to my feet.” I bless the most dreadful agony—I watered my couch with immortality. lie received the emblems of a Sa
chastening rod, I welcome the cross in every shape, my tears. At one time I resolved to go to Lough viour’s broken body and shed blood from te hands
Derg on a pilgrimage to procure peace; next mo of a minister of the Church of England, and yet
that my love of sin may be crucified thereon.
C. Ilow long since you abandoned popery, my ment I abandoned the idea when I reflected that in conversation with his friends asserted he died
all my former pilgrimages had proved useless. Be  in the faith of the Church of Rome.
friend?
S. You mean the Homan Catholic faith, I sup fore the day appeared, my bed-fellow arose very
pose. I neve? abandoned it—within its pale I quietly from bed and endeavored not to disturb
PRACTICE OF EMINENT MEN.
me supposing I was asleep. He lighted a rush,
shall live and die.
Sir. W. Jones, a most accomplished scholar, who
C. Yourcreed is the reverse of what that Church and drawing a book from his pocket read perhaps
a quarter of an hour. There was something so has made himself acquainted with eight and twen
teaches.
S. You are mistaken; she teaches ail, I believe; calm, so heavenly in the changes his countenance ty languages, has left it on record, that amid all
but few of her people practice her solemn pre underwent, while he read, as to convince me that his pursuits, the study of the sacred volume had
cepts, and fewer still of the Church of England , the work he held was devotional. After closing been his constant habit. Sir Isaac Newton, the
pursue the way of holiness. Real piety is at a ' the hook he gently touched me on the shoulder, greatest of mathematicians, was a diligent student
low ebb among that people. Impute not this re 1 and inquired whether I would arise and pray ? I of the Bible. Mr. Lock, a man of distinguished
mark to prejudice; believe me I utter it with re assented with a trembling voice. He commenc acuteness in the science of mind, wrote to recom
mend the study of the New Testament; as having
gret. One of he ministers directed me to Calva ed reading from the hook of Common Prayer in
“ God for its author, salvation for its end, and truth
ry, and pointed out to me the expiring victim on Irish (for it is translated into that language) the unmixed with error for its matter.’ Milton the
Confession in the Communion Service. When lie greatest of poets, evidently had his mind most,
whom my sins were laid.
C. Is that minister the friend you alluded to came to the words, “The burden of them is in deeply imbued with the study of the word of God.
tolerable,” I groaned aloud; I fell to the ground, Boerhaove, eminent as a natural philosopher, spent
a few minutes since?
S. No; the minister is the Rev. Mr. R-------- , repeated again and again intolerable; yes intole the first hour of every day in meditation of the
curate of B----- , in the county I<----- . The friend rable, in a phrenetic tone. He concluded the sacred pages. Here no man can say that he has
I spoke of was a member of the Church of Eng ' confession, and raising me from the ground, asked, not leisure. A most beneficent institution on our
land; he brought me to hear Mr. R----- preach; did I feel what I said? I went to the rush light, Creator has given us, for this duty, a seventh part
after he labored hard himself to explain the Gos and holding my finger over the blaze for an instant, of our time, one day in every week, one whole
pel to me. I beard Mr. It------ preach but once: asked, did I feel the heat of that? It is well, he year out of every seven.
he is a charming preacher. I must tell you about calmly replied. Well! I bitterly returned. Wilt
my good friend; but perhaps you would not wish thou, said he, look unto Jesus and be saved? He
RIGHT NOTIONS OF GOD.
to hear about a poor laborer, a mean man like me. has died for thee—he can save thee from the bur
If we should form a right notion of God in our
He was, Sir, (though I am a Catholic I will say it,) den of sin on the conscience, and from the punish
as faithful a soul as ever winged its flight from a ment due to it in the world to come. I shall read minds, and preserve it pure and unsophisticated}
some passages from the Bible to you. “Ho eve : we must above all things beware not to let our lusts
sinful world.
C. He is entered into his rest then. You will ry one that thirsteth,” &c.—“Come unto me,” &c. I intermingle with our Reasonings about him, or to
please me much by telling me what you know of —“ All that come unto me,” &c. He read the bribe us to assent to any opinion concerning him.
him, after you take dinner. The next cottage is 53d chapter of Isaiah, and then read some por For this is an eternal maxim, that there is nothing
my residence; you are heartily welcome, for your tions of the Liturgy entreating pardon for a con can be true of the most holy God, that gives the
Master’s sake, to partake of what God has bestow vinced sinner. He continued morning and even least countenance or protection to Sin: and there
ed on us. I cannot accommodate you with a bed, ing instructing me during the week, and after eve fore whenever it makes for the interests of our
but can procure you one at the house of a brother ry conversation I found myself wiser and better. lusts to believe any opinion of h:m, for that reason
Churchman who will esteem it a privilege to ren On the following sabbath I accompanied him to we ought to reject it; for nothing can be true of
the church at B------ , and there I heard the Rev. God that is not perfectly consistent with his in
der you a service.
S. May you meet your reward. God I thank Mr. R----- detail the Gospel plan of Salvation in finite holiness, that is any way serviceable to the in
so simple a manner as to render it plain to the un terest of sin; so that while we suffer our sinful in
thee.
While he uttered these words, I perceived a derstanding of the most ignorant. Then my peace terests to dictate to us our opinions of God, we
tear steal down his pale cheek which he could commenced. Since that day I am sure Jesus is make falsehood our oracle, and lay the very foun
scarcely brush off with his benumbed fingers.— my friend, because he supports me and makes me dation of our faith in a lie.—Scott.
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Marvhind, «ho had come twenty-five miles on horseback, over
t road which wheels cculd not travel, through an unsettled
country, unattended hut by a little boy, for the single purpose
GA M B1E11. I-Hl DAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1833.
of participating in the solemnities of this visitation. But this
Church in Ohio__ The following interesting account ol
did not quite equal a case which the Bishop related as having
Bishop McIlvainf.’s visit to Piqua and vicinity, which has
been kindly furnished us for publication, will be read with come to li’is notice during his visitation iri the northern part of
the diocese. At the end of the services of the day, in a cer
much pleasure.
tain place, came to him, in the dress of a way-faring man,
The Bishop arrived in Piqua on Saturday night, acompanied l>y the Rev. Mr. Preston of Columbus. Mr. Guion poor in his appearance and drenched with the rain, whose
and his people had been anxiously looking for him all that day, countenance indicated great interest about something.—the
and were now almost ready to give up the expectation. 1 he Bishop took him by the hand, and began to talk to him about
services of a Bishop had never been enjoyed in that region. the interests of his soul, when his lip quivered and his eager
The congregation had set their hearts upon the present visita countenance was wet r. ith tears. Iiis eyes and features spoke
tion. Their indefatigable pastor had been instant in season what his voice could not—his joy at being present on that ocand out ol season, to prepare their minds and hearts, that they j easion. He was an Episcopalian from New-England. It
might receive an abundant blessing from the Lord under the ' was only the second time he had seen an Episcopal clergyman
ministrations of His servant. Every evening of the week, he in thirteen years—during which time, while he had attended,
had met them for the purpose of uniting with them in prayer when he could, upon t'oe preaching of others, he had regularly
for the presence and sanctifying influences of the Holy Spirit, kept up the use of the Liturgy in his household. lie had
during the anticipated solemnities. On the day of our arrival, heard the Bishop was expected in that place somewhere about
he had preached to them in the morning; and was engaged in that time. Unable to procure uny definite information, he had
an evening prayer -meeting when we reached the town. The set out, by guess, and through a drenching rain had walked
next day was Sunday. At sun-rise the congregation almost fifteen miles with his little son, and arrived just as the last ser
with one accord assembled in the Chui ch for prayer. The vice of the day was ending. But he could not he thus disap
Morning Service at half past ten, being read by Mr. Preston, pointed. The same night he walked some seven or eight
the Bishop preached on the nature, necessity and evidence of be miles further to be present nt the place of the next appoint
ing born of the spirit__ After which thirty-one persons, six of ment on the following day. Such a man could truly say “How
whom were of the neighboring parish of Troy, received coi> I love thy tabernacles—I was glad when they said unto me, let us
firmation. This most interesting and solemn ordinance had go unto the house of the Lord—I had rather be a dour-deeper in
never before been administered in that region. A large num* the house of my God,” &c. What a commentary upon the zeal
her of those who received it were advanced in years. They of those whom a little inconvenience, xvliere privileges abound,
had been well instructed in its design, its ipi; iilications and can prevent from going to the sanctuary!
obligations. 1 never beheld more evidence of deep serious
In the Church at I’iqua there is a flourishing Sunday-school
ness and devotion, among a company of persons kneeling un of upwards of a hundred children, a superintendent, two as
der the solemn imposition of hands. All but or.e of those who sistants und fifteen teachers, in a flourishing condition—a La
were confirmed are now communicants. In the afternoon dies’ Sewing Society for missionary purposes, and a Society
Mr. Preston preached, and the pastor of the Church, the Rev. for the distribution of Tracts and Prayer-Books. The mem
Alvali Guion, was ordained to the order of the Priesthood— bers of the congregation are also partakers in a male and fe
after which the flock united with their beloved shepherd in male Bible Society; and it is gratifying to say that the tem
receiving the Lord’s Supper. In the evening the Bishop met perance cause in tlun place, and in Troy also, receives the zeal
a large number of the congregation at a private house, and, ous co-operation of all classes and denominations, so that in
after a Suitable time occupied in forming a personal acquaint the former (I did not enquire in the latter) the merchants do
ance, he expounded a portion of the Scriptures, and the day not keep ardent spirits, and the three taverns do not sell it by
was finished with singing anti prayer. The next morning at
retail, except to travellers—The exception in favor of travel
ten o’clock, the Bishop met, hv appointment, the Vestry of lers, I trust will be abandoned.
the Church tor the purpose of addressing them on the subject •
On Tuesday the 12th, the Bishop preached twice in Troy,
of their duties and the general interests of the parish.— He occupying the Presbyterian and Methodist Churches, besides
insisted much upon the importance of a decidedly spiritual meeting the leading persons of the Episcopal congregation in
example and influence on the part ot a Vestry. At eleven a private house and addressing them, in a colloquial way, in
o'clock the Church was consecrated under the name of St. | regard to their duties as a congregation, and the importance of
James’ Church, Piqua, and a sermon was preached by the being a spiritual people acceptable unto God. The Episcopali
Bishop on the way of salvation by faith only. After the inter ans in this place are also under the charge of Mr. Guion who
mission of an hour, the congregation again assembled, when gives them one-fourth of his time. Though truly a little
their Diocesan concluded his visitation by addressing them on flock, they are building a handsome brick Church in gothic
their duty as a Church to do good, to diffuse light with special style and excellent taste, which will soon be covered in, and>
reference to the cause of Sunday-schools and Missions. He if finished as it has been thus far carried on, will ho one of
took occasion dining the address to express the mortification ' the best church edifices in the State.—They arc building it by
he bail sometimes experienced in seeing Episcopalians stand personal efl’ort and sacrifice.—“ Go thou and do likewise.” Oil
ing aloof from such a cause as that of the Temperance Society, Wednesday the Bishop rode to Springfield on horseback (25
as if it were sectarian, and enjoined it on the people that they miles) and preached at night in the Presbyterian Church—
should do their share in the noble enterprise. He adverted ; next day to Yellow Springs and preached in the public house,
also to tract distribution, and while he maintained the import in Mr. Gregory’s parlor.
ance of circulating tracts with regard to such things as are j
characteristic of our institutions, such as no general society ;
African Mission College—By the Correspondence which
can furnish, he bore honorable testimony from long and inti- ' we give below, it will be seen that there is an encouraging
mate acquaintance with the proceedings of the American Tract j prospect of establishing such an institution in our own counSociety, to the entire catholic spirit and tendency, as well as I try. Many attempts of the kind have been made; hut why
the great usefulness, of that institution. lie denied the eharg- j they have not succeeded, we have not the means of knowing.
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es so often brought against it, as sectarian in its design or man
agement, and rejoiced at the experimental evidence it had
given that there is a broad and common ground on which various denominations of Christians, with all their differences
can effectually unite in publishing and urging the great vital
doctrines and duties of salvation. Immediet.-ly after the Bi
shop’s address, a Missionary Association auxiliary to the Missionary Society of the Diocese was organized and subscriptions

We are sure such an institution would be of incalculable
i benefit, not to Liberia merely, hut to all Africa.—The pros
I perity of our free institutions, which by colonization we are
‘ transplanting thither, depends upon the amount of virtue and
intelligence with which they are there cherished.
By an extract from a letter from Bermuda, which appeared
[ in the last New-York Observer, a similar step seems to be in
J
contemplation in that island. Both, we would hope, might
were received. The congregation in Piqua is much more succeed, and we shah look with anxiety for further information
flourishing than we expected to find it. — Its growth in num respecting them. For what follows we are indebted to the
bers has been much greater than its original members antici Churchman.
pated.—In sp.ritual growth there is much to encourage the
J he polite attention of our friends enables us to lay before
heart of the Pastor, whose assiduous and earnest labors have our readers the following interesting documents. The first is
the
account of the Wilberforce meeting referred to by a cor
obtained for him universal respect and affection. It was quite
respondent of last week; the others are extracts of letters ad
a striking evidence of the ear nest desire of many who are scat dressed to the Rev. I)r. Wainwright by Mr. Elliott Cresson,
tered abroad in this frontier wilderness as sheep having no a member, we believe, of the Society of Friends, and an ar
•eephtrd, to enjoy the means of grace; that among the com. dent and intelligent philanthropist, xvho has recently returned
from England, xvliere, from his adherence to the Colonization
vnunieauts, on Sunday last at I’iqua, wa^a lady originally from
Society, he was exposed to unmeasured obloquy.

The project disclosed in the letters, in whatever light it be
viewed, is happy in the extreme; as a tribute to the memory
of Wilberforce it is appropriate and noble, feasible as an enterprize of benevolence, and, in its peculiarly Christian bear
ing, eminently promising. We honor the zeal with which
Mr. Cresson lias espoused it, and ardently hope that in addi
tion to the honor of proposing it to his countrymen, he may
enjoy the higher gratification of seeing the measure, by their
cordial co operation, carried into effect. The present mention
is informal, and is to he followed up, we presume, though we
are not authorized to say so, with a more definite proposition.
In that ease care should be taken to separate the institution
itself from its location and all its subordinate connexions, and
the plan should be guarded with such restrictions as will at
ford security that the mental influence it may create, shall be
directed in the channel proposed.

Wilberforce—At a meeting of friends of the late William
Wilberforce, Esq., held 22d August, 1633, present, the Lord
High Chancellor in the ehair.
The following resolutions xvere unanimously adopted:—
1 Moved by the Lord Bishop of London, seconded by the
Lord Viscount Sidmouth, That this meeting, impressed with
the feeling that the late William Wilberforce was an honor,
not only to his country, but to mankind, are desirous of afford
ing to all those who, in common with them, have been accus
tomed to venerate his character as a Christian, and to appre
ciate his labors in the cause of humanity and religion, an op
portunity of recording, in some public memorial, their senti
ments of admiration and respect.
2. Moved by the Lord Henley, seconded by Sir Robert
Harry Inglis, Bart., That a subscription he opened for the
purpose of doing honor to the memory of that distinguished
person: first, by the erection of a Monument, and, secondly,
if means be supplied, by such other methods as may be calcu
lated to promote, in connexion with the name of Wilberforce,
the glory of Gon and the good of mankind.
3. Moved by the Hon. Charles J. Shore, seconded by Wil
liam Smith, Esq., That the following be a Committee for the
said purpose, with poxver to add to their numbers, and to form,
from their own body, Sub-Committees for collecting subscrip
tions and for management: and that Sir Robert Harry Inglis,.
Bart., and Thomas Fowell Buxton, Esq., be the Treasurers.
His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex, His Royal High
ness the Duke of Gloucester, the Lord Archbishop of Can
terbury, the Lord High Chancellor, the Lord Bishops of
London, Winchester, Litchfield, Chichester, the Rev. Tho
mas Chalmers, D. D., Lord Holland, the Right Hon. Sir Ro
bert Peel, Bart., &c. &c. &e.
4. Moved by Sir Robert Harry Inglis, Bart., seconded by
T. F. Buxton, Esq., That subscriptions be received by the
following bankers: Messrs. Smith, Payne & Smiths; Wil
liams, Deacon, Labouchere, Thornton & Co.; Barclay, Be
van, Tritton & Co.; Barnetts, Hoares & Co.; Hoares; Coiitts
& Co.; Drummonds ; and Herries, Farquhar & Co.
London, 9 mo. 7, 1833.
Dear Sir,—The period of my return from my toilsome
pilgrimage having noxv so nearly arrived, (proposing to sail on .
the 8th prox.,) I should not now trouble thee with a letter,
had I not, on my ride into town just now with that truly ex
cellent nobleman, Lord Bexley, from his mansion at FootsCray, been highly gratified to find that suggestions I have for
some time presented to his consideration have now assumed a
form, which a prompt spirit of co-operation on the part of
American Churchmen may render unspeakably blessed to
Africa and her long oppressed offspring. 1 have drawn his
Lordship’s attention frequently to the difficulties presented by
the African climate, rendering any attempts to preach the
Gospel there by white men almost hopeless; and as many
pious members of the Church are desirous that Africa may
receive spiritual instruction, proposed to him the establishment
of a manual labor college, where 100 pious young negroes
might be trained for missionary labor among their brethren.
I pointed out the difficulties, almost insuperable, against
planting such an institution in Africa, because the climate
wpuld destroy the teachers; in the West-Indies, because the
general demoralization of tiie whites would preclude the hope
of finding persons properly qualified; in England, because
the expense, and the habits the pupils xvould acquire, (to say
nothing of the unfitness of the climate for fortifying them to
endure the tropical beats,) must necessarily unfit them for
missionary labors among the natives of Africa; as embracing
every advantage, and avoiding those difficulties, I therefore
proposed to him the establishment of such an institution in
the United States. The cheapness of land—the value of la
bor—the greater fitness of climate—the greater certainty of
selecting from our two and a half millions of blacks proper
subjects of care, and above all, the numerous body of pious
clergy under whose care and tuition the students would be
placed, indicated the borders of the slave States as the most
proper spot for its location. Nor did 1 forget to urge my fa
vorite position, that both nations having deeply xvronged Af
rica, were jointly bound to make her reparation for those
wrongs; and that if we made a joint effort a new bond of
union would thus be formed, more closely uniting the Chris
tians of the sister countries, and affording England facilities
thereby, that she could in no other mode so fully secure. I
proposed that 4110,000 be raised here, and offered my services
to attempt the addition of a like snm in the United States, as
sufficient for the formation and permanent support of such an
institution. A constant supply for the Christian instruction
of our own States, Liberia, and the British dependencies both
in Africa and the West-Indies, might thus be secured; and as
the expense would be borne equally by the two nations, the
results might be equally shared, by each party enjoying the
services of half those who were ordained.
These views, wihen first suggested, appeared to strike his
Lordship very torcfbly; and now, when the friends of Wilber
force (whose deceaiie has doubtless ere this been announced in
the Upited States) have proposed a memorial to testify their
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affection, he informs me that he has, without specifying any
definite object, but doubtle.ss still with a view to this, suggest- ’
ed, that instead of an obelisk, a column, or a statue, the sum
subscribed should be devoted to raising a more imperishable
tribute,—one which both in time and in eternity should bless
the negro race. If my partialities do not mislead me, no one
could be devised more calculated to unite the white, and bless
the sable race, than that alluded to. May I therefore beg
leave to ask thy earnest consideration of the subject; and if,
on consultation with- thy friends, the plan appears likely to
succeed, to request that you would propose to Lord Bexley,
Great George-st., Westminster, as speedily as practicable, an
outline of such an institution as might secure a cordial union
of the friends of Africa here and in America: convinced that
in the high quarters devotedly attached to the memory of that
great and good man, almost any reasonable amount might be
obtained to raise an imperishable tribute to his memory. It
may not be amiss to add that Lord B. has handed me 501. to
wards building an Episcopal Chapel in Liberia, and I trust
that as the other denominations have been so active in estab
lishing places of worship there, it will not be long before you
can announce to him the erection of “Bexley Chapel.”

distribution of books. Now, lie says, “ I trust millions of copies are wanted for circulation.” He intends to go immedi
ately for the Straits, (Signapore, Malacca, &c.) to procure
books. Another ship is now up on the coast, about three
weeks out. Books were sent with her, I believe, but no man
particularly interested to circulate them. She is an opium
ship.
Br. Gutzlaff has not been here, hut is now I suppose at
Macao, from whence he will sail for Singapore, and not probably come up hither. I regret it, but I must see him. I
received a letter from Br. Abeel, last evening. He was at
Signapore undecided what to do; hut rather better in health,
and preaching the word of God to the salvation of some hearers. Much solemnity and some opposition. Before this he
has heard of his being recalled, and we shall expect to see him
here in a few weeks, preparing to go to America—I had al
most said home; hut that sacred name for us, must he reserved
for heaven, in future. * * * * p fJl quite confident that
Malacca, Signapore, Penang, Batavia, and neighboring places,
are now ready in a good measure for the Lord’s workmen__ I
Boston Recorder.

I wreck of the Steam Boat St. Martin, two miles above Donalsville, rounded to and received on board those that were saved.
■
The St. Martin was from Bayou Sarah, and had about 500
| hales cotton and 90 hhds sugar; she was discovered to be on lire
1 about 12 o’clock ZAZs day, and melancholy to relate about for
1 ty persons were lost—by fire and water. Of the officers and
crew missing’are the captain, clerk, 2d mate, 2d steward, cabi l in boy; chambermaid, 2 cooks, bar keeper, 4 sailors, and 5
I firemen. Several passengers were lost, among the number
Capt. Sengstack, N, Moss, Esq. of New Orleans, and servant,
i Mr. Whiting ot I'ranklin, Mr. Easton and servant, of Ope
) lousas, Mr. Allen, Mrs. Willisof Bayou Sarah; a Lady nam
j unknown and 3 servants—Mr. J. F. Miller, of New Orleans,
was badly burnt—several passengers say that she had on board,
about fifty thousand dollars belonging to some of the Banks in
New Orleans, which is lost.
JOHN W. OWENS, Clerk.

Commodore Taylor, Ahoy!—The annexed note, verbatim,
was received by the Rev. Mr. Taylor a day or two since:
Commodore Taylor, Ahoy!
Boston, November 1st, 1833.
Seeing
Signals
made
in
one
of the news telegraphs showing
Roman Catholics in England—The Laity’s Directory for >
London. 9 mo. 1G, 1833.
that
you
had
ship
’
d
an
additional
crew, for Cabin hoys and
1833, contains a list of about four hundred Roman Catholic i
My much esteemed Friend,—1 wrote thee by the last
Girls, I supposed it would require some Change, to rig them
chapels
in
England,
several
of
which
have
two,
and
some
three
'
packet, relative to the establishment of a missionary college ;
out for the Voyage, and as 1 had a little of the ready, left in
and avail myself of the sailing of the present, to add, that 1 or more priests; seven colleges and about fifty hoarding schools, 1 my Charity loeker, I thought you would be willing to stand
propose by the next (the Samson) to take passage for New- &c. I he Roman Catholic population cannot he estimated hy j purser for me, and deal it out, in relieving their temporal
York, where I shall gladly defer rejoining my family for a day by the number of chapels, for some have several congregations J wants, and thereby Confer a favor on
being different at each__ S’. S’. Jour.
or two, if it can in any way advance so desirable an object;
yours respectfully,
and should thy important avocations permit thy consulting
A land lubber,
with any clerical oi lay brethren in the interim, it will be
general svaiM^a.xvsr.
who has the honor to be
pleasing to become instrumental in advancing a measure so
the son of a Sailor.
literary.
pregnant with good to long-suffering Africa. I have laid the
The ‘ready’ above named was a three-dollar bill, appropri
plan of uniting our exertions with theirs, before several pious
Dartmouth College—From the catalogue, just published, it ated, it will be understood, to the benefit of the Bethel Infant
and judicious Churchmen, who appear to appreciate its im appears that the number of students connected with this in School. The example is excellent, and the spirit worthy of
portance. That admirable prelate, the Bishop of London, . stitution is 2G7: viz Seniors 28, Juniors 53, Sophomores 43, all commendation.—Spirit of the Age.
cautious in unwarily committing himself on any novel propo Freshmen 32, Medical Students 101.
A Man Devoured by Tigers.—It is stated that the keeper of
sitions, yet promised to give it his serious consideration in a i Amherst.—Seniors 44, Juniors 50, Sophomores 60, Fresh
the tigers, belonging to the extensive Menagerie which was
manner which induces the hope that on due investigation he ' men 85; total 239.
exhibited in this town a few months since, was torn to pieces
will cordially join in the completion of so appropriate a mo- j
Yale—The catalogue of kale College has 541 names, viz: and literally eaten up by them, a few days since, in a town near
nument to the memory of his friend Wilberforce, who hailed
Theological
Students
55,
Law
Students
69,
Medical
Students
New-Haven, Ct. He had been in the habit of entering their
with delight any approximation of the two nations towards a
(average for 11 years, the class not yet assembled) 71, Aca cage, and did so several times while they were here—at the
more fraternal and Christian union.
demical Students 376—Seniors G6, juniors 81, Sophomores ! evident hazard of his life, The day before he was killed,
103, Freshmen 126.
having entered their cage as usual, the tigers prevented his
Wanted at this Office as an Apprentice to
Burlington.—It is stated that the University of Vermont getting out for several hours, and he was only rescued by ad
the Printing business an active intelligent boy about 15 or 1G has received ail accession of 50 students the present term.
ministering to them stupifying articles in their food. The
years old, of good moral character and industrious habits,—
Middleburg—Whole number 129; Seniors 28, Juniors 37, following day, this fool-hardy individual again entered their
cage, when they fell upon him and instantly tore him to pieces.
Sophomores 33, Freshmen 31---- Spirit of the Age.
None other need apply.
—Hampden Whig.
The Burlington (Vt.) Free Press of last Friday says: “The
W. L. Garrison has been arrested in Connecticut on five
Rev.
John
Wheeler
was
yesterday'inaugurated
as
President
METEOROLOGICAL REG ISTE It.
of the University of this place, andon that occasion delivered writs for as many libels on the characters of individuals in
Canterbury. The offensive language appeared in the Libera
Date. j Sun-rise. 1 o’clock. |9 o’clock. i Wind. 1 Weather. 1 a public address.
1
tor before its editor visited England, and efforts to prosecute
cjo
26°
Nov’r. 18
An association of literary men of this city, has lately been were made at the time without being able to arrest Garrison.
w.
Clear
25°
Clear
j organized, under the title of the American Institute of Letters.
19
16°
33°
N.W.
24°
—Boston Rec.
20
20°
The objects are to promote American literature, and sustain
N.W.
Clear
40°
22°
Wm. B. Astor, of the city of New-York, has advertised
32=
39°
S.
36°
Cloudy , American authors. David Paul Brown, Esq, has been elect21
for proposals for building Park Hotel on Broadway, to extend
I ed I’resident—Phil. Paper.
47°
Clear
22
26°
34°
S.
from
Berkley street to Veasy street. Tt is designed to be one
42°
30°
23
s. w.
Cloudy
33°
Rev. Pres. Bates, of Middlebury college, we understand, is of the finest and most eummodious hotels in the United States.
24
30°
35°
S iow
N.E
31°
preparing a work on moral philosophy, which is intended to
25
30°
32°
N.W.
Snow
26
be of a character suitable for use in our colleges generally.—
FOREIGN.
26
24°
s. w.
Clear
32°
25
Religious Intelligencer.
1
By arrivals at this port, London papers have been received
A Philadelphia paper states that a new Quarterly Review to the 6th of October.—N. York Observer.
HBLXG1OUC IIlTTELI.IGEnOE.
is about to he commenced in that city, under the editorial
Don Miguel’s troops were signally defeated in a seeond air
supervision of Prof. Vethaketempt to capture Lisbon on the 14th of September. Marshal
Ordinations—On Thursday, November 7th, in St. Paul’s
Mr. Richard Heber, one of the greatest book collectors of Bourmont and the other French officers on the same day ten
Church, Bloomsliorough, Mr. C-eorge C. Drake was admitted
the age, died at his residence at Pimlico, on Friday. Such dered their resignations, which were accepted, and Don Mi
to the holy order of Deacons, by Bishop H. U. Onderdonk.
is the size of the Library he has collected tli.at it is said it will guel’s cause was considered desperate. A Scotchman by the
On Friday, November 8th, in Christ Church Danville, the
take .365 days upon a moderate calculation to dispose of it hy name of Macdonald had succeeded Bourmont as leader of the
ltev. Isaac Smith. Deacon, was admitted to the holy order of
auction.
Miguelite army.
Priests, by Bishop Onderdonk. The Ilev. Messrs. Du Pui,
The young queen Donna Maria arrived in Lisbon on the
Mrs. Hannah More realized $150,000 by her writings.
May and Hutchins, united with the Bishop in the imposition
22d of September, and was received with great demonstra
of hands.—Epis. Rec.
Education in New Hampshire. — From a discourse recently
tions of joy.
delivered hy Mr. Bouton, before the New Hampshire Histo
The death of the King of Spain on the 29th of September,
rical
Society,
we
learn
that
the
annual
tax
raised
by
law
in
that
“The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in
is reported on the alleged authority of a telegraphic commu
Foreign Parts,” in England has been compelled to diminish State for the support of Schools is $90,000. This gives $455 nication from Madrid to Paris. The Queen Dowager, it is
its appropriations to Missionaries in the British North Amer to each town, or about $1 to every individual of suitable age said, assumed the Regency, but has not changed the ministers.
ican Provinces, in consequence of the diminution and intend to attend school, and is more than is raised by the famous Con
There is much inquietude in several of the Italian states,
ed withdrawal of the Parliamentary grant heretofore made in necticut fund, which last year produced lint $76,933. Be hut the presence of an Austrian army of 150,000 men is too
behalf of its objects. This appears from a circular addressed sides this, there is a school fund in land, or the proceeds of imposing to allow even the most rash and enthusiastic to think
by the Secretary of the Society to the Bishops of Nova Sco land, belonging to most of the towns; and also a general “Lit for a moment of actual tevolt.
tia and Quebec in which it is stated that the grant of 1832 was erary fund,” raised from the bank, which since 1829, has
The cholera has made its appearance again in Scotland, but
reduced to -£12,000: in the present year only 8,000 is expect amounted to $95,532, and will average hereafter at least 10,- it does not appear to he very fatal on its second visit either in
OOO
a
year.
ed, and in 1834 a grant of -£4,000 which is to be the final
France or Great Britain.
There are .38 Academies, of which two had a fund of over
one. Provision has been made by the British government for
Letters from Alexandria announce the death of Defter
the support of the established clergy in Upper Canada__ .Epis $40*000 and which have an aggregate of 1500 students. Ex Bey, s in-in-law of the Pacha. He has left a fortune of 100,eter alone, has instructed this number within forty years, and 000,000 of piastres, which he acquired iu command of tin
copal Re.
among them are Webster, Mason, Woodbury, Cass, and ma army at the conquest of Darfour, the whole of which, it is
ny others of our most eminent men. Dartmouth College has supposed, will be seized hy the Pacha.
A large number of the students of the University of Vir
educated about 1700 young men. The authors of some of our
Upwards of 1000 recruits, enlisted in England for the ser
ginia assembled on the 27th ult. and, after an able and elo
best school-books are New Hampshire men—and Pike, Adams, vice of Dotina Maria, had embarked for Portugal in the course
quent address from William M. Atkinson, E.-q. formed a
Blake,
Hale,
Farmer,
and
Upham,
may
be
mentioned
among,
of one week, and the agents were still endeavoring to increase
Bible Society, auxiliary to the Bible Society of Virginia.
the number.
the number.
Sir J. Herschell is about leaving England for the Cape of
China.—A letter from the Rev. Edwin Stevens, to a friend
From the Political Arena.
Good Hope, to make observations on the fixed stars in the
in New-IIaven, published in the Philadelphian, mentions the
DISTRESSING.
southern
hemisphere. Eight wagons were employed in re
establishment of a religious newspaper at Canton, to he edited
New- Orleans, Nov. 1.—It is with feelings of the deepest re moving his telescopes, transit instruments, and apparatus.
by Dr. Morrison. The first numb-sr has been received in this
The Count de Survilliers (Joseph Bonaparte) does not in
country. It is printed in English and Chinese__ Under date gret, we lay before our readers the following distressing news,
of April 28, Mr. S. intimates a fear that the ship in which politely furnished us by the Clerk of the steam boat Black tend to return, for the present, to his estate at Bordentown,
near Philadelphia. He has made arrangements for remain
Mr. Gutzlaffhad taken his third exploring voyage was lost; Hawk, arrived here this morning about half past 4 o’clock,
but the following I’. S. is added:
Extract from Log Book of Steam Black Ilawii, P. S. Harts ing in England for some months to come.
The Archduchess Maria Louisa has ceded to Madame LeMay 2nd. P. S. My letter has been detained, hut so I trust
horne, Master.
as to cause through you and many, thanksgivings to our gra
October, 29, 5, P. M. — At Foot of 98, discovered the titia, the mother of Napoleon, the whole of the property of
cious God. Gutzlaff is safe returned! two or three days since. wreck ot Steam Boat New Brunswick, came too and took on the late Duke de Reichstadt, including the legacies left biro
The ship was nearly wrecked in the gulf of Leans-tang, north bead one ot her crew, from whom we leart that she took fire hy his illustrious father. Madame Letitia has since executed
of the capital, hut no great injury done. Mach suffering and .he day before at 4. P. M. and was entirely destroyed—no a formal act, granting the arms of Napoleon to the Museum
of France, and the fortune of her grandson to the French Hos
appalling dangers, hut they were preserved. Five Lascars lives lost, but none of the cargo was saved.
Another, and more Distressing__ -Oct* ill.-— Cat ae up to the pitals.
died with the cold as it is said. He was not opposed iu the *
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POETRY.
* Prom the American Quarterly Observer, October.
STANZAS BY DON JORGE MANRIQUE,

MISCELLANY.
SACRIFICE or A HINDOO WOMAN.

The following account which we copy from the Providence
Journal, is an extract of a letter dated at Calcutta, June 18th,
(bmjwterf o» occasion of the Death of his Father, translated from from a young lady in Calcutta, to her friends in this country.
The writer is a liative of Pittsfield, Mass, where her parents
the Spanish by Professor Longfellow, Dowdoin College.
now reside.—Detroit Courier.
<•. I will not here invoke the throng
“This event is so recent, I can hardly compose myself suffi
Of orators and sons of song,
cient to relate it. Last night I did not close my eyes, nor
The deathless few;
could I drive this martvred woman from my recollection. I
Fiction entices and deceives,
am almost sick to-day, and I am sure you will not wonder at
And sprinkled o’er her fragrant leaves,
it. But this ceremony is so much doubted, that I was resolved
J aes poisonous dew.
to see if such “deeds could be.” I have seen; and the uni
To One alone my thoughts arise,
verse would not tempt me to be present on a similar occasion.
The Eternal Truth—the Good and Wise
I cannot realize what I have seen—it seems like a horrible
To Ilim 1 ory,
dream.
Who shared on earth our common lot,
Yesterday morning about 7 o clock, this woman, was
But the world comprehended not
brought in a palanquin, to the place of sacrifice. It is on the
llis deity.
banks of the Ganges, only two miles from Calcutta. Her
husband bad been previously brought to the river to expire.
“ This world is but the rugged road
His disorder was the hydrophobia, (think of the agony this
Which leads us to the bright abode
must have occasioned him.) He had now been dead twentyOf peace above;
four hours, and no person could prevail on the wife to save
So let us choose that narrow way,
herself. She had three children whom she committed to the
Which leads no traveller’s loot astray
care of her mother. A woman called to be undertaker, was
From realms of love.
preparing the pile.
It was elevated above the ground, 1
Our cradle is the starting-place,
should say twenty inches, and supported by strong stakes.—
Jn life we run the onward race,
The dead body was lying on a rude couch, very near, covered
And reach die goal,
j with white cloth. The oldest child a boy of seven years, who
When in the mansions of the blest
was to light the pile, was standing near the corpse. The wo
Death leaves to its eternal rest
man apparently at prayer, and counting a string of beads,
The weary soul.
which she held in her hand, She was just thirty years old—
“ Did wc hut use it as wc ought,
her husband twenty-seven years older.
This world would school each wandering thought
“ The government threw every obstacle in the way of this
procedure. They were not strong enough to resort to violent
To its high state.
Faith wings the soul beyond the sky,
measures to prevent this abominable custom. Nothing but
1 ip to that i ; r world on high,
our religion can abolish it, and I do not believe there is a sin
For which'.' wait.
,
gle particle of Christianity in the breast of a single native in
Yes—the gl id messenger of love,
all India.
To guii us to our home above,
“ These obstacles delayed the ceremony until five o’clock,
The S', nr came;
when the permit from one of the chief judges arrived. Po
Born H.n d mortal cares and fears,
lice officers were stationed to prevent any thing like compul
He suftered in this vale of tears
sion, and to secure the woman, at the last moment, should she
V death of shame.”
desire it. The corpse was now placed on the ground; in an
upright posture, and clean linen crossed round the head and
“Monarchs, the powerful and the strong,
about the waist. Holy water was thrown over it by the child
Famous in history and in song
and afterwards oil by the Brahmins. It was then placed upon
Of olden time,
the pile, upon the left side. The woman now left the palan
Saw, liy the stern decrees of fate,
quin, walked into the river, supported by her brothers, who
Their kingdoms lost, and desolate
were agitated, and required more support than herself. She
Their race sublime.
was divested of all her ornaments; her hair hanging dishevel
Who is the champion?—who the strong?
led about her face, which expressed perfect resignation. Her
Pontiff, and priest, and sceptred throng?
forehead and feet were stained with deep red. She bathed in
On these shall fall
the river and drank a little water, which was the only nour
As heavily the hand of death,
ishment she received after her husband’s death. . An oath was
As when it stays the shepherd’s breath
administered by the attending Brahmins, which is done by
Beside his stall.”
putting the hand in holy water, and repeating from Shaster a
few lines. The oath was given seven times. I forgot to sgy
“ Where are the high-born dames, and where
the child received an oath before the corpse was removed.—
Their gay attire, and jewelled hair,
The brothers prayed also over the body, and sprinkled them
And odours sweet?
selves with consecrated water. She then adjusted her own
Where are the gentle knights, that came
dress, which sonsisted of long clothes wrapped round her form,
To kneel, and breathe love’s ardent flame
and partly over her head, but not to conceal her face. She
Low at their feet?
had in her hand a little box containing parting gifts, which
Where is the song of Troubadour?
she presented to her brothers, and to the Brahmins with the
Where are the lute and gay tambour
greatest composure. Red strings were fastened round her
They loved of yore?
wrists. Her child now put a little rice in her mouth, which
Where is the mazy dance of old,
was the last thing she received. She raised her eyes to heaven
The glowing robes inwrought with gold
several times during the river ceremonies, which occupied ten
The dancers wore?”
or twenty minutes. She took no notice of her child; having
taken leave of her female friends in the morning. A little
“ Oh death, no more, no more delay,
cup of consecrated rice was placed by the child at the head of
My spirit longs to flee away,
the corpse. She now walked to the pile, and bent with lowly
And be at rest;
reverence over the feet of her husband, then, unaided, she
'The will of Heaven my will shall be,—
passed three times round the pile. She now seemed excited
1 bow to the divine decree,
by enthusiasm; some said of a religious nature, others of af
To God’s behest.
fection for the dead. I do not pretend to say what motive
My soul is ready to depart,
actuated
her; but she stepped up the pile with apparent de
No thought rebels, the obedient heart
light, unassisted by any one, and threw herself by the side of
Breathes forth no sigh;
the body, clasping his neck in her arms.
The wish on earth to linger still
The corpse was in the most horrid putrid state. She put
Were vain, when ’tis God’s sovereign will
her face close to his, a cord was slightly passed over both;
That we shall die.
light faggots and straw, with some combustible rosin, were
“O Thou, that for our sins didst take
then put upon the pile, and a strong bamboo pole confined the
A human form, and humbly make
whole; all this was done by her brothers. The child then
Thy home on earth;
applied the fire to the head of the pile which was to consume
Thou that to thy divinity
both parents. The whole was instantly on fire. The multi
A human nature didst ally
tude shouted, but not a groan was heard from the pile. I
By mortal birth,—
hope and trust this poor victim expired immediately. She
And in that form didst suffer here,
undoubtedly died without one struggle. Her feet and arms
Torment, and agony, and fear,
were not confined; and after the straw and faggots were burnt,
So patiently;
we saw them in the same position she had placed them.
By thy redeeming grace alone,
“ I his was a voluntary act. She was resigned, self-collected
And not for merits of my own,
and perfectly herself. Such fortitude, such magnanimity and
Oh pardon me!
resolution, devoted affection, religious zeal and mad delusion,
combined, I had not conceived of, and hope never to witness
“ As thus the dying warrior prayed
again. Hundreds witnessed the scene, among whom there
Without one gathering mist or shade
were about forty Americans, and a few English. I was stuUpon his mind,
pified with horror at this dreadful immolation.”
Encircled by his family,
Watched by affection’s gentle eye,
Sunbeams and Spring.—The sun is no doubt the general
So soft and kind,
cause of all those motions of the air that are on the grand
His soul to Him, who gave ft, rose;
scale; and it is worthy of notice, though of course there is no
God lead it to its long repose,
instructive analysis in it, that the young sunbeams are as sport
Its glorious rest!
ive as the young animals. In March and April, and the early
And though the warrior’s sun has set
part of .May, the atmosphere is absolutely wild. It is cold
Its light shall linger round us yet,
bleak wind: then castled clouds, and gusts flitting about; then
Bright, radiant, blest."
a hail shower; and after that hot sunny gleams; then fog;

next cold wind again; after that, thunder and more hail show,
ers, often in lumps in the warmer places; and after these again,
weatl.er almost as hot as that of summer. One would almost
think that every spring, the prayer of the farmer to Jupiter,
in the old l’able, were granted to every farmer in England;
and that they all had different weather for their different fields,
if not just at the same time, yet all in the course of the same
day.
That is the grand time for observation—the busy season
with all nature in every thing that grows and lives. How
countless are the millions of little buds which one of these
showering and shining” days brings into leaves! They are
frcsli and washed by the shower; and when the warm sun comes
you would absolutely think that you can both see and hear
them cracking their scaly cases in which they were confined
and protected for the winter; and that the little green tufts
were toiling, like living and rational creatures, at strife which
should produce the finest shoot and the fairest blossom. Then
the whisking wings and the thrilling throats are apparently
enough in themselves to put the fdr into a state of commotion.
And they are all in the act of beautifying nature too: some
are plucking the dry grass, so that the fields may appear green;
others are gathering up the withered sticks; others again the
lost feathers and hairs; and others still are pulling the lichens
from the bark of the trees. The merles and the mavises arc
running under the hedges, and the evergreens in the shrubbery,
and capturing the snails in their winter habitations, before
they have had time to prepare those hordes which would be
the pest of the gardeners for the whole season. Other birds
are inspecting the buds in the orchard; and picking off every
one which contains a caterpillar or a nest of eggs, that would
pour forth their destructive horde and render the whole tree
lifeless.—Mudie's Guide to the Observation of Nature.
Curious Historical Fact__ During the troubles in the
reign of Charles I. a country girl came to London in search
of a place as a servant maid—but not succeeding, she hired
herself to carry out beer from a brew-house, and was one of
those called tubwomen. The brewer observed a good looking
girl in this low occupation, took her into his family as a ser
vant, and after a short time married her; but lie died while
she was yet a young woman, and left her the bulk of his for
tune. The business of the. brewer was dropped, and Mr.
Hyde was recommended to the young woman, as a skilful
lawyer, to arrange her husband’s affairs. Hyde, who was af
terwards Earl of Clarendon, finding the widow’s fortune very
considerable, married her. Of this marriage there was no
other issue than a daughter, who was afterwards the wife of
James II., and mother of Mary and Anne, Queen of Eng
land.

Discovery of Indian Corn.—Previously to the settlement
of the Puritans in New England they formed parties for the
purpose of exploring the country. Copt. Miles Standish, who
may be called the “hero of New’ England,” commanded one
of them, consisting- of sixteen men. In their progress they
met with several" small IftMocks, supposed by them to be buaid
places for the Indians; but as they advanced, finding many
more, they closely examined them, and discovered that they
contained Indian corn.—Being buried in the ear, it excited
their curiosity, and by’ some of the party was thought a valua
ble acquisition; while others who ate it in a raw state, did not
relish it, and thought it worth little or nothing. They secured,
however some for seed the ensuing spring. Squanto, a friend
ly Indian, instructed them in the culture of it; and it was
probably, the means of saving them afterwards from famine.
Beautiful Idea.—A dumb pupil in Paris, being asked
* wliat is eternity,’ replied, ‘the life-time of the Almighty.’
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